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ABSTRACT

1 INTRODUCTION

Video materials have become an integral part of university learning and teaching practice. While empirical research concerning
the use of videos for educational purposes has increased, the literature lacks an overview of the specific effects of videos on diverse
learning outcomes. To address such a gap, this paper presents preliminary results of a large-scale systematic review of peer-reviewed empirical studies published from 2007-2017. The study
synthesizes the trends observed through the analysis of 178 papers
selected from the screening of 2531 abstracts. The findings summarize the effects of manipulating video presentation, content and
tasks on learning outcomes, such as recall, transfer, academic
achievement, among others. The study points out the gap between
large-scale analysis of fine-grained data on video interaction and
experimental findings reliant on established psychological instruments. Narrowing this gap is suggested as the future direction for
the research on video-based learning.

Wide-spread use of digital learning environments has facilitated
the integration of a diverse range of video materials into course
and program curriculum. Although earlier forms of video, such as
film and television, have been commonly used to enhance and
support learning for decades [24], in recent years the higher education sector has witnessed a surge in student access to videos.
Such expansion has been powered by the relative ease of video
production (e.g. voice over PowerPoint) with accessible ready-touse tools, institutionally-available recording studios, and streaming media platforms, such as YouTube [18]. Further, video is becoming the main method of content delivery in online education
[10], a sector that is steadily experiencing growth [1].
The interest in the use of video as a mainstream educational
resource is further evidenced by the large volume of research on
the topic. Giannakos [9] suggested that the research on videobased learning post 2006 is markedly different to prior work in
this area. The difference predominantly stems from the changes
in and advancement of video-based technologies. With the rise in
the use of video, there has been a parallel increase in research
since 2006. Additionally, there has been a higher focus on quantitative empirical studies and on more developed types of technology for video use. In light of the burgeoning research around the
use of video, a systematic review of the literature is timely. A review of the current literature on the use of video in learning can
address concerns associated with the mixed evidence about the
effect of video use on student learning, attendance and overall academic performance [20]. A review of the literature also provides
a timely opportunity to identify practices that have a positive impact on student learning outcomes [10]. For instance, a review can
assist with a much-needed synthesis of current empirical results
to inform video design and video-based learning and identify existing research gaps [21].
This study provides an overview of the effects of video on
learning and the measures used to capture them. We present a
preliminary synthesis of empirical findings gleaned through a systematic review of peer-reviewed research published in 2007-2017.
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The search was limited to Scopus and WoS databases, complemented by a manual query of selected conference proceedings and
Google Scholar. The conclusions are drawn from the in-depth
analysis of 196 unique studies reported through 178 peer-reviewed papers. The paper summarises the effects of video and related pedagogical conditions on learning as measured through
student online traces, measures of learning gain, performance and
learning-related psychological constructs, such as cognitive load.

3 METHODS
A systematic review of the extant literature was conducted to address the following research question: What is the effect of educational videos on student activity and learning as documented through peer-reviewed empirical research in psychology, education and learning analytics from 2007 to
2017? We were also interested in how learning was defined and
captured through these analyses, and the extent to which learning
analytics were adopted in the studies.
Scopus and WoS (titles, abstracts and keywords of the studies)
were queried with: (video OR film OR animation) AND (lecture
OR analytics OR multimedia OR "Multimedia learning" OR "Multimedia instruction" OR "Video-based learning" OR "Multimedia learning" OR "instructional strategy" OR "learning from observing" OR "vicarious learning" OR “blended learning” ) AND
(learning OR "Cognitive load" OR "Learning effectiveness" OR
"Learning outcom*" OR "Learning performance" OR "Learning
gain" ) AND ( treatment OR condition OR " effect*" OR "assigned".
Due to the breadth of the initial dataset, the scope of inquiry
was limited to higher education, professional learning and
MOOCs and studies written in English. Overall, the exclusion criteria were made in relation to context, types of video, specificity
of the described intervention and the nature of data reported. First,
studies describing learning in online and blended settings in
higher education, workplace learning and adult learning were included. Face-to-face, K-12 and language learning settings were excluded due to their contextual differences from university-level or
professional work-placed learning settings.
Secondly, instructional videos, video lectures, tutorials and animations were included. The inclusion of animations was due to
their widespread use in STEM-related courses. We excluded videos explicitly described as lecture capture, i.e. a recorded lecture
of face-to-face provisions, as well as ‘video podcasts’, and ‘video
livestreaming’. These video formats were not considered due to
the presence of existing literature reviews focused on these types
of videos. Studies where videos were created to offer feedback to
students, as well as the instances where video production was a
part of the assessment were excluded.
Third, we did not include research that evaluated videos as a
part of wider pedagogical interventions. These were identified in
studies on flipped classroom, mobile learning, video games or interactive multimedia modules. Although videos were a part of
these interventions, a range of features within the intervention
could have affected learning, and the experiments were not limited to a well-defined intervention.
Fourth, literature reviews, scoping studies and conceptual papers were excluded. The dataset contained primary evidence capturing the effect of videos on student learning conducted through
experiments or case studies. Finally, given our interest in learning
analytics and due to the breadth of the literature, studies solely
reporting learner perceptions as learning outcomes of video use
were also excluded.

2 RELATED WORK
As research in the field of video-based learning has grown over
the past decade, several reviews have been published. Early attempts to synthesize the evidence around student use of video and
learning date back to 2006. Specifically, Mayer summarized evidence around multimedia for learning by listing 12 design principles grounded in educational psychology, educational design, and
the learning sciences [17]. Mayer’s work has formed a theoretical
foundation for much of the current research around the use of
video. More recently, several related reviews have been published.
Kay [12], for instance, reviewed the use of video podcasts in education. The author discussed how video podcasts can benefit student attitudes, control over learning and improve study habits, as
well as learning performance. However, the studies offered mixed
findings around the relationship between the use of video and student learning outcomes. In their review of the student, teacher and
institutional perspectives of lecture recordings (i.e. ‘lecture capture’), O’Callaghan and colleagues noted the mixed evidence
around attendance and academic performance – two of the most
researched learning outcomes [20]. A positive association between the use of video and performance was observed when students used lectures as a supplement rather than a substitute to attendance. Mixed evidence around effectiveness of the use of video
has been also observed in a review of video-based learning 20032014 [24], as well as a review of lecture capture in 2012-2015 [23].
A focused scoping review of research from 2005-2015 has been
conducted on videos for teacher professional development [16].
The authors reported videos as having a significant effect on
teacher’s cognition and classroom practice, and recommended
that video be adopted among key means to improve teachers’ professional development.
Current reviews of video research have not been systematic
and have been undertaken without an exclusive focus on the impact on student learning, motivation or engagement. An exception
to this case is the work of Major and Watson [16], however, in this
instance with a narrow focus on the role of videos for pre-service
teachers, limiting the breadth of application of the findings. Our
literature review complements this related work by focusing on
(1) all types of educational videos; (2) all disciplines in formal
higher education, including video-based learning for professionals; and (3) studies that do not solely present self-reported data
(e.g. students’ perspectives or attitudes towards video-based
learning).
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An overview of the selection process is reflected in Table 1. An
initial query from Scopus and WoS resulted in 2531 papers as potentially relevant. Three researchers collectively read a total of 150
abstracts with four rounds of discussions to refine the inclusion
and exclusion criteria. After each round inter-rater reliability was
established, and the criteria were adjusted. With final inter-rater
reliability kappa of 0.71 [7], the researchers independently
screened the abstracts. Following the resolution of uncertain
items, an in-depth analysis was undertaken for the remaining papers resulting in a final data set of 170 papers. These were complemented by a further 8 papers obtained through manual search
of the Proceedings of Educational Data Mining Conference, European MOOC Stakeholder conference (both not indexed through
Scopus) and Google Scholar search. The manual search aimed to
capture the most cited MOOC studies published through reports
and research venues not indexed within the Scopus and WoS databases.

4.1.4 Sample Size. For studies conducted in settings other than
MOOCs (n=179), the minimum number of participants was ten,
and a maximum number of participants was 2029 (M=127,
SD=225). For the studies conducted in MOOC settings (n=17), the
minimum sample size was 194, while the maximum was 127839
learners (M=40699, SD=42265).
4.1.5 Methods. Most studies reported findings from random
controlled trials (RCT, n=119), followed by case studies (n=32),
and quasi-RCT (n=22). There were few instances of repeated
measures, longitudinal studies and other types of methods employed.

Table 1: Papers included in the search and analysis
Retrieved

Included

Added

Analysed

2531

170

8

178

4 ANALYSIS
4.1 Dataset Description
Descriptive analysis of the dataset demonstrated a growing interest in empirical research on videos used for educational purposes
(Figure 1). The dataset largely consisted of peer-reviewed journal
papers from venues such as Computers & Education, Computers in
Human Behaviour, Learning and Instruction with a lower ratio of
peer-reviewed conference papers (e.g. CHI, LAK, Learning@Scale).
The number of peer-reviewed journal publications grew considerably in 2016, possibly suggesting a wider adoption of video
within learning management systems at the tertiary level.
4.1.1 Types of video materials. During the analysis, “video” category embraced video materials that could be categorized as short
video lectures or short films. Animations and worked examples
(e.g. tutorials, code-along videos, etc.) were coded as separate categories as they were frequently used. Videos such as situational
case studies, student-generated instructions and film-like vignettes were categorized as ‘other’. CD/DVD was also recorded as
a separate category used in earlier research.
4.1.2 Population. Studies were predominantly conducted with
students; the majority of students were studying STEM disciplines, followed by Psychology majors, and Humanities and Social
Sciences. Diverse populations of learners were observed in the included 17 studies investigating the use of video in MOOCs.
4.1.3 Control for Prior Knowledge. The majority of studies controlled for prior knowledge (n=116), whereas a large part did not
(n=57), and sometimes this information was not evident (n=23).
The majority of studies conducted in the lab controlled for prior
knowledge whereas research on natural class activities only controlled for prior knowledge in about half of the cases.

Figure 1: Dataset Description.
4.1.6 Independent Variables used in the Research on Educational
Videos. Features related to the presentation of the video were
among the most commonly used independent variables. The most
common focus of the studies was on video modality (i.e. text, audio, animation, voice over PowerPoint). These studies manipulated how the information in the video was presented. Another
common intervention addressed personalization of the text (e.g.
by making the narrative address the learner, for instance through
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personal pronouns, rather than abstractly reporting information,
or by manipulating the presentation of instructor presence). The
third most common video intervention was signaling, i.e. using
visuals to highlight relevant information that required learner attention. Presentation was also manipulated through the change of
the language of instruction, subtitles, speed, redundancy and segmentation but these were less common than modality, personalization and signaling.

tions/summaries, usually derived through qualitative interpretation. This category also included infrequent instances of drop-out,
judgement of difficulty/comprehension, among others. In further
analysis, we broadly interpret the category of ‘other’ as the quantity of studying and quality of artefacts resulting from the task. In
sum, the data sources used in the studies varied from grades, test
results, log data and time on task, to scores for various psychological constructs or student perceptions captured through the selfreports.

Table 2: Independent and dependent variables commonly
used across the dataset

4.2 Overview of Empirical Findings

Independent variables
(number of studies)
Presentation (94)
Video Use (30)
Content (23)
Task (20)
Learner characteristics (13)
Learner control (10)
Quizzes (8)
Distraction (4)

Overview of findings is presented through significant effects/associations of the most common interventions and metrics. Table 3
summarizes these findings through the counts of instances of effect recorded within the studies. For instance, the same study
could include a manipulation of modality in video (i.e. if content
is presented via audio, video, text, image, or combination of these),
a manipulation of the technical aspect of the video (i.e. the size of
the screen), and a manipulation of the task (i.e. the presence or
absence of the task); combined with standard control for learning
recall and transfer, that would result in 6 individual instances examined by the researchers. Table 3 presents significant and no effect cases, as well as cases where the outcome differed, with significance for only one of the treatment groups.
4.2.1 Effect of Manipulating Video Presentation, i.e. Modality,
Personalisation, Signalling, Subtitling, and Similar, on Learning-Related Outcomes. The analysis of identified articles suggests that
video presentation can impact both positively and negatively on
student recall, and to some extent perception of the course of
study and instructor (satisfaction, perceived learning, perception
of instructor, or enjoyment). Studies demonstrate that modality
impacts how much content students remember, in alignment with
multimedia principles [17]. Although students seem to have a
stronger recall of the content from videos, viewing can also impact
on their perceptions, and may result in poor judgment of their
perceived learning.

Dependent variables
(number of studies)
Recall test (107)
Other (76)
Self-reports (63)
Transfer test (46)
Grades (30)
Cognitive load (19)
Engagement (17)
Knowledge gain (14)

A commonly used independent variable was the use of online
video resources as opposed to face-to-face lectures, or no use of
video resources. For studies that focused on video content, changing the genre of the video was most common (see section 4.2 for
details). For the manipulation of tasks, experiments using annotation software were most prevalent, followed by a range of diverse
tasks used alongside the video, such as free or prompted recall,
watching video alone or together, identifying correct items or errors in the presentation, etc. Timing of quizzes referred to manipulations around immediate or delayed quizzes, as well as in-video
quizzes. Table 2 presents common independent and dependent
variables used in the studies of educational videos, presented as
ranked through the number of studies that reported on them.
4.1.7 Dependent Variables (Measured Learning-Related Outcomes). The scores of post-tests or recall tests were most frequently used data sources across a variety of studies as a dependent variable to capture the learning outcome after viewing the
video. The scores of recall tests were often coupled with self-reported student perceptions used to elicit student satisfaction, perceived learning or similar. Transfer tests were also frequently used
as a dependent measure of learning, with testing the demonstration of a skill being less common. Motivation, cognitive load, mental effort, attention, and affect were all used as dependent variables, and were captured by either well-established psychological
instruments or by using gaze tracking or analysis of clickstream
data. The use of metrics of cognitive load or gaze tracing derived
from physiological data became more common in the later studies.
The category ‘other’ encompassed diverse metrics used as dependent variables. Metrics in this category were largely (1) related
to time (i.e. time on task, or combination of time and accuracy);
and (2) analyzing student text in annotations/self-explana-

Table 3: Most common interventions that yielded statistically significant effect (S), no effect/non-significant effect
(N) or mixed (M) effects on selected learning outcomes.
Counts represent separate instances of interventions.
Presentation

Video Use

Content

S

N

M

S

N

M

S

N

M

Recall

49

44

15

3

4

0

5

7

1

Other

37

33

8

5

3

3

8

4

0

Self-reports 28

20

4

5

5

2

9

0

2

Transfer

10

18

4

0

2

0

9

6

Grades

2

4

0

11

6

2

2

Cog. Load

8

11

4

1

1

0

3

Task
S

N

M

6

6

1

26

18

4

0

2

0

1

3

2

0

1

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

Manipulating instructor presence within the video suggests
that the personalization principle has limited effect on learning.
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Signaling or cueing was more frequently noted to have a positive
effect on recall. When several presentation principles (i.e. modality, segmenting, cueing) are manipulated within the video, learning is likely to be affected [S87]. A closer look at studies examining
the impact of captions as a part of the video presentation exemplifies why there is a diversity of evidence, i.e. a high number of
significant and no-effect studies. The use of subtitles has been reported as having no effect on learning, but this pattern changes
with a significant effect on recall when the condition’s interaction
effect with learner language proficiency is taken into account
[S175]. No-effect or even negative effect of subtitles on recall for
native speakers is similarly shown in other studies [S135, S121] in line with the redundancy principle. The impact of manipulating
the video presentation on cognitive load is among the underlying
theoretical principles in research on multimedia learning. This effect was observed through a number of studies in the reviewed
dataset [eg. S91, S5, S167]. The dataset also offers evidence that
manipulating the video presentation has significant effect on
learner attention, and student satisfaction [S166, S167].
The mixed picture of both significant and no-effect findings of
presentation interventions could in part be explained through the
inter-relationship between learners’ prior knowledge, the nature
of the learning outcomes, and the type of presentation intervention. For instance, 3D animations were reported to have a positive
effect on remembering a demonstration of an operational process.
This is particularly relevant for Health Professionals [S30]. However, when used for biology learners understanding of cells, 3D
animations were found less effective than text-based schematic
visualizations [S141], with learners getting overwhelmed with the
realistic details. In that sense, it is not the animation per se that
impacts learning. Rather, an interaction between prior knowledge,
ease of the content presentation and details of what should be
learnt can lead to differences in memorizing the content across
various learner populations.
4.2.2 Effect of Manipulating Tasks on Learning-Related Outcomes. Task interventions reported in the studies included video
annotation conditions, presence of self-reflection prompts or
open-ended questions, identification of errors (vs. correctly stated
facts), and graded vs. non-graded instructional conditions. Task
conditions appeared to have significant effect on the outcomes
measuring quantity of studying and quality of artefacts produced.
Namely, examples of learning outcomes affected by the conditions
included: counts of self-reflection annotations [S50], linguistic
processes evident in annotations [S50], time on task [S39], frequency of viewing supplementary sources [S39], quality of paraphrase sentences in self-explanations [S103], meta-comprehension accuracy [S40], linguistic features of annotations derived
from natural language processing [S49], number of scientific concepts [S47], length of notes [S112], among others. In short, the
presence of the task seems to help learners apply mental effort
and attention. A large-scale study from a MOOC setting on 27720
learners lends support to such a premise by demonstrating that
solely doing activities impacts learning more so than solely viewing videos [S89]. Similarly, the effect of engaging in an activity

post-viewing the video is observed through the experimental manipulations of embedded and delayed quizzes that appear to have
varying effect on recall and transfer.
4.2.3 Effect of Manipulating the Way Content is Structured and
Communicated in the Video. Manipulation of the video content appears to have significant effect on how well students transfer
learnt information, as well as to some extent on information recall.
Interventions were implemented by presenting videos in dialogue
vs. exposition styles [S114, S115]; in linear presentation of content
blocks rooted in instructivist theory vs. thematic video-based materials based in situated learning [S13, S26]; by using representational animations vs. directive animations [S122], by presenting
learners with narratives that addressed alternative conceptions vs.
those that did not [S115], by using mnemonic metaphors to help
remember the process vs. descriptive language [S69], by manipulating video complexity [S175, S87] and similar. Manipulating
video content showed that students appear to learn better by observing dialogue than by observing exposition [S114], videos designed to produce cognitive conflict [S1] impact transfer; and
learners exposed to non-linear thematic content outperform on
the use of integrating statements (evidence of higher order thinking) in their reflections throughout the progression of the term.
The interventions in these studies tap into germane load – an element of cognitive load assisting with comprehension, and commonly measured through a validated survey instrument [14].
4.2.4 Effect of Using Video on Learning-Related Outcomes. Significant effect of the ‘video use’ condition on academic achievement reflects the dominant research design in studies examining
such conditions. Research examining ‘video use’ was often casestudy based or undertaken by comparing historical cohorts: the
impact of introducing video was compared to the outcomes of
prior cohorts. These studies report an association between video
viewing behavior and higher achievement; such a finding has
been similarly reported in MOOC contexts.
4.2.5 Analysis of the Use of Videos at Scale. The dataset widely
used psychological instruments, unique metrics of learning and
external data sources to capture the effects of videos. Studies conducted in MOOC settings differed as they focused on describing
clickstream and video interaction patterns. Few MOOC studies reported experimental findings [e.g. 87]; otherwise MOOC studies
were descriptive or correlational. Yet, the evidence offered about
how students interact with video materials makes a substantial
contribution due to the scale and granularity of student behavior
when learning with video.
The availability of student access to videos or fine-grained second-by-second user clicks provides unique insights into video use
beyond conventional learner self-reports. Video access data is
commonly used in the analysis of clickstream data [S146] combined with time spent watching. Leaner video behavior has been
found predictive of overall dropout in the course [S89]. Kim et al.
[S85] found that over a third of video dropouts happened within
the first 3% of video length. By classifying overall video behavior,
it was demonstrated that drop-outs belong to two different learner
categories: first-time watchers or those who are re-watching for
specific details. A more granular analysis of millions of interaction
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patterns demonstrated that in-video quizzes increase learner interaction with the video content [S90]. Another considerable contribution by Guo and colleagues [S57] stems from 6.9 million video
watching sessions. The study concluded that the median watching
time was a maximum of 5 minutes, and that learners often
dropped out less than halfway through videos that were longer
than 9 minutes.
Researchers have also explored deeper and more fine-grained
video analytics by examining very specific in-video learner interactions. For example, Li et al [S99, S100] examined learners’ interactions with the four different video controls in Coursera:
play/pause, seek forward, seek backward and adjust video speed.
Based on these interactive controls, 7 video interaction profiles
were classified as either non-interactive (Silent, Implicit-speeding,
Explicit-Speeding) or interactive (Pausing, Skipping, Replaying,
Mixed-Interacting). Using mixed linear model analyses on each
profile to assess its relationship with perceived video difficulty,
they discovered that the 'Explicit speeding' profile was related to
lowest perceived difficulty; in contrast, the Pausing, Replaying,
and Mixed-interacting profiles were related to higher perceived
difficulty. In an extension of that study, the authors looked at the
sequence of in-video interactions and clustered them, to create 9
video interaction patterns. Using mixed-model ANOVA, the researchers showed that the perceived video difficulty varied depending on the video interaction pattern. For example, patterns of
replaying and frequent pausing were associated with a higher perceived difficulty, while the pattern of speeding up the video was
associated with a lower perceived level of difficulty.
However, a strong linkage between psychological theories and
granular clickstream analysis is largely unexplored. Among the
few examples is the study by Sinha et al [S149]. The authors analyzed video clickstream sequences at three levels, converting raw
data to behavioral actions, and then translating these into a learners’ information processing index based on the “Limited Capacity
Information Processing Approach” [13]. Using summarized behavioral action vectors, they could predict in-video drop-out and
complete course dropout.

behavior. However, few researchers have grounded their explorations in educational or psychological theory, and extrapolation of
these metrics to psychological instruments or theory is rare.
Bridging the gap between granular analysis of video clickstream
data, and the use of established psychological measures, is a promising area to strengthen the insights around the impact of video
on learning.

4.2 Limitations
The insights gleaned from the analysis are restricted in a number
of ways. We have searched two databases only, limiting the inclusion of educational research papers that may have been indexed
through ERIC. Our research query has been geared towards capturing measured effects on video, rather than capturing learner
interactions with video. As a consequence, our review of metrics
used for clickstream data analysis are strictly related to either
MOOC contexts due to the scale of analysis and the particular
query we used. We acknowledge that the metrics in use for video
interaction are a lot more diverse than briefly reviewed above, or
represented through the dataset. Yet, we were aware that such
metrics may not necessarily reflect the relationship with learning
that we were interested in. Finally, we have opted to exclude studies that only presented student perceptions of learning, and did
not consider reports on student focus groups in this review. All
these considerations were made for practical reasons: to ensure
that the scope of the analysis was manageable and consistent with
the focus to report on the effects of video on learning.
Another limitation of the overview is a result of the nature of
the systematic review. Our analysis offered an overview of the
trends and patterns. However, the weight of evidence that, for instance, supports the effect of particular presentation manipulations on the recall, does not outweigh the evidence to show support for the effect of content manipulations on transfer. Rather the
overview reflects the popularity of certain types of manipulations.

4.3 Implications for Practice
The high-level overview of the evidence presented to describe the
effect of video in learning through this systematic review supports
practical implications outlined by Hansch and colleagues [10]. The
authors conducted semi-structured interviews with practitioners
producing video to obtain a set of recommendations. Results of
their study suggest that practitioners should think carefully about
whether video is the most appropriate medium for the stated
learning objectives, to be mindful of the strength and weaknesses
of videos, be deliberate in the choice of video production style, and
consider both lightweight and DIY approaches to video production. Our findings offer much evidence to unpack the first recommendation. This involves careful alignment between learner prior
knowledge, consequent adjustment of the presentation of the
video, accompaniment of the video with tasks that help learners
spend time paying attention to particular elements presented. We
have also seen evidence of the second recommendation put out by
the authors - consideration if the medium offers the best content
delivery for the information to be learnt (i.e. procedural, declara-

4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Summary
The study presented a preliminary high-level overview of effects
of educational videos on learning. The identified results stem from
experimental and case studies in higher education and professional learning. The findings suggest that presentation interventions that affect video modality, segmenting, personalization, signaling, and complexity of text, affect recall and student perceptions. Interventions manipulating content organization and genre
impact learning outcomes related to comprehension. Interventions around the task associated with the video impact time spent
studying and the quality of artefacts students produce in that process.
In addition, as MOOCs platforms provided a rich source of
user-trace data, research around the use of video in MOOC contexts has been developing a range of metrics related to student
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tive knowledge, comprehension or recall, focus on details, or situational analysis, etc.). In some cases, the video may be weak in
helping learners familiarize themselves with that particular
knowledge. Finally, studies within the dataset also demonstrated
that basic technical requirements are key to video quality, as clear
video, medium-size screen or instructor personalizing the message impact learner motivation and satisfaction. However, there
is evidence of effect from what is being said when presented in
the video, and recording discussions or case studies may be a
cheaper DIY option.
Given the plethora of decisions to be made around learning
with video, it is a challenge to offer a more concise one-size-fitsall recommendation. Our preliminary analysis suggests that immediate quizzing and clearly presented information helps learners
recall video content. However, more compelling ways of offering
content that can challenge prior knowledge or present problemsolving activities can impact overall long-term understanding,
even though this may not be ideal for recall. Evidence also supports the theory of active learning [5], with tasks helping learners
engage with the content. Further applications of learning analytics can help understand particular elements that learners are having trouble with during their engagement with the content.

detection systems to detect mind-wandering [8]. Triangulation of
these more sophisticated approaches with widely used psychological instruments can offer new understandings of how learning
unfolds with video.
Finally, in line with a gap noted by Hansch and colleagues from
a practitioner’s point of view, there is limited understanding
around the effect of collaborative tasks for video viewing in asynchronous mode. Prior work has in part addressed the potential of
viewing videos alone or together, as well as examined learning
from videos when viewing in groups [4, 15]. However, exploring
that potential to learn together around the collaborative tasks,
such as social annotation, is still in its infancy.
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